
 
 

 
   

PRESS RELEASE 
 
Mekhala’s new Tom Yum Paste, made from organic ingredients, is 
truly the freshest in the market. 
 
Mekhala adds Tom Yum Paste, Lemongrass Turmeric Paste and Sesame Garlic 
Dressing to its popular range of gluten-free and vegan Asian-inspired food 
products made from organic and natural ingredients. 
   
SINGAPORE - After brisk sales of its newly launched fine Asian food range last 
year, Mekhala unveils three new premium food products this month, including a 
long-awaited Tom Yum Paste that will change perceptions of just how truly 
fresh, healthy and tasty this perennial favourite can be. 
 
Mekhala’s Asian food range is the only one in the market that replaces 
conventional salt and white sugar with Himalayan pink salt and coconut sugar 
respectively, both of which contain no artificial additives and are healthier 
alternatives. The company’s ethos is to create a better life with great, 
wholesome and sustainable Asian foods, and its products are arguably the best 
quality in its category.  
 
Like other Mekhala creations, the new products are gluten-free and vegan. Both 
the Tom Yum and Lemongrass Turmeric Pastes will make Thai-style home 
cooking remarkably healthier, easier and tastier. 
 
The Tom Yum Paste is fresh, light on the palate and not too spicy. It can be 
used in a broth and also as a seasoning, and will make a surprisingly delicious 
meal for those who want to avoid the MSG and unhealthy cloying ingredients 
present in mass market tom yum.  



The Lemongrass Turmeric Paste has its roots in Vietnamese and Thai 
cuisine. It is aromatic, flavourful and can be used as a marinade or stir-fry.  
 
Finally, the Sesame Garlic Dressing is Thai and Japanese inspired. It is very 
fragrant, nutty, and has a lovely texture with the crunch of sesame seeds. 
Versatile and aromatic, it is best used as a dressing, stir-fry or pour over sauce.  
 
“Energised by the warm reception of our fine foods such as the green curry 
paste, we looked further into the Asian palette and found a lack of healthy 
versions of other popular Asian foods such as tom yum. Many people may not 
realise that these much-loved flavours, usually made with palm oil and MSG, can 
be healthy and tantalising at the same time. As with our other products, we 
make these in Northern Thailand with amazing fresh produce. We also insist on 
using Himalayan pink salt and coconut sugar so that every single ingredient is 
wholesome,” says Mekhala co-founder and CEO, Daphne Hedley.  
 
“Drawing again from our Asian roots, we are offering enduring flavours at a level 
of taste and healthfulness that can only be achieved if consumers had the time 
to source for each organic or quality ingredient themselves. People often 
assume that processed foods are bad, but we’ve managed to bottled 
condiments that are both healthy and delicious,” adds Diane Wong, the 
company’s Product and Business Development Manager. “We were very happy 
that visitors raved about our Sesame Garlic Dressing at the THAIFEX World 
Food Fair in Bangkok, which Mekhala was invited to be part of in May this year.” 
 
Mekhala is marking the launch of their new products with tasting events and 
promotions at their various retailers, including Four Seasons Gourmet Market 
stores. More information is available at www.mekhalaliving.com and on 
Facebook @Mekhala.Living. 
 
 
About Mekhala 
 
Pure & wholesome Asian foods. 
 
Mekhala was born in 2006 in response to co-founder Jang Bauerle’s fruitless 
search for quality, natural products for her exclusive retreat in Chiang Mai, 
Thailand. The brand has its roots in Singapore and Thailand, and offers naturally 
fine Asian foods and personal care products that aim to make life better for all.  



 
Mekhala’s food range boasts vegan and gluten-free products that contain no 
artificial colours, flavours or preservatives. Based in Singapore, the company’s 
manufacturing facilities are located in Chiang Mai, Thailand, and its products are 
made using quality ingredients that are sourced from local organic or clean 
farms. 
 
The range includes a mix of authentic Asian staples, including a very punchy 
Black Pepper Sauce, and interesting flavour combinations such as their best-
selling Miso Lime Chilli Dressing and Coriander Ginger Dressing. In addition to 
ready-to-use sauces and dressings, Mekhala also offers a selection of oils and 
condiments like Himalayan Pink Salt and Organic Virgin Coconut Oil.  
 
 
Mekhala Pte Ltd 
2 Alexandra Road, Delta House, #05-3A, Singapore 159919  
(65) 68780955 
www.mekhalaliving.com 
www.facebook.com/mekhala.living 
Instagram @mekhalaliving 
Youtube @ Mekhala Living Food Channel 
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